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Screen Replacement Instructions
REMOVING HEAD COVER:
FIGURE 1 Remove 2 screws that hold head cover
in place.
FIGURE 2 Remove cover from door frame by
downward.

DISCONNECTING SCREEN FROM SASH:

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6

FIGURE 7

FIGURE 8

FIGURE 9

FIGURE 10

FIGURE 3–4 Using a flat screwdriver, pry rubber
screen connector out of the notch in
the top of the sash.
FIGURE 5 Slide screen out of sash let it slowly
retract into the head of the door.

REMOVING SCREEN TUBE:
FIGURE 6–7 Using a flat screw driver, pry right
side of tube out of door frame, and
slide the pin out of the slot in the
bracket.
FIGURE 8 Pull left side of tube out of door
frame and discard old tube.

INSTALLING NEW SCREEN TUBE:
FIGURE 9 Slide rubber screen connector into top
of operating insert.
FIGURE 10 Using tool provided, wind spring
clockwise 20 turns (as viewed from
the end of the screen tube). Be sure
to hold onto tool tightly!!!

INSTALLING NEW SCREEN TUBE (continued):
FIGURE 11 Insert left end of screen tube into
bracket connected to the left side of
the door frame.
FIGURE 12–13 Once inserted, remove tool and
insert the right side of screen tube into
the slot in the bracket connected to
the right side of the door frame.
BE CAREFUL NOT TO TEAR SCREEN ON
THE DOOR FRAME!
FIGURE 14 Seat rubber screen connector into
door frame groove. The rubber
connector should extend into the same
track as the screen mesh. If the
rubber is bent and not seated in the
track properly, the screen may not
operate properly and may cause future
damage to your new screen. (FIG 14
shows an improperly seated screen
connector
FIGURE 15 Shows a properly seated screen
connector

FIGURE 11

FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 16

Operate insert to make sure it operates smoothly.

REINSTALLING HEAD COVER
FIGURE 16 Position head cover as previously
installed.
FIGURE 17 Install screws.

FIGURE 17

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Screen catches when pulled down.

Screen roll may have come out of the brackets.
Remove cover and make sure screen roll is seated properly.

Screen won’t retract – screen
bunches up or becomes baggy.

Screen roll may be too tight which can cause binding.
Should be 1/8" of play side to side between the screen roll
and the brackets. By inserting a flat screwdriver between
the screen roll and the bracket and giving a slight twist,
more play can be acquired. Be careful not to pry too far or
tension to the screen roll will be lost if the screen roll comes
out of the bracket.
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